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Cross-party support identified for social care reform 

 

  

MPs and councillors from across the political spectrum support the need for adult social care reform, states a 

new report from the Health for Care coalition published this week.  

 

'An Emerging Consensus: MPs’ and councillors’ views on fixing social care funding' details the findings from a 

recent poll carried out by YouGov of almost 100 MPs and over 500 councillors in England.  

 

The poll reveals that, should the Government choose to considerably increase social care funding over the 

coming years, there would be substantial political support to make this a reality. 
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The report shows:  

 90% of MPs surveyed, and 92% of councillors, agreed that local government does not have enough 

resources to meet the growing need for social care services   

 The majority of MPs believed that the budget for social care should be raised; 60% believed the social 

care budget should be raised by £7 billion a year or more by 2023/24.   

Health for Care is a group of 15 national health organisations campaigning for a long-term funding settlement 

for social care in England, and the Patients Association is one of the members.   

Read the report  

 

 

 

Wales announces its route out of lockdown  

  

 

Wales is joining the other parts of the UK in mapping out its route out of lockdown today.  

 

As Weekly News closed for press, it was expected that limited outdoor meeting between households would be 

permitted from Saturday, along with other slight relaxations of some lockdown measures. 

 

Our website contains links to the rules and guidance in force across the UK, including to the official rules in 

Wales.  

Read more  

 

 

Image adapted from a photo by Rtadams on Wikimedia Commons, reproduced under Creative Commons 

licence BY 3.0.  
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British Red Cross campaign on vaccine hesitancy   

  

 

British Red Cross has launched a nationwide campaign and film to help tackle hesitancy in the COVID-19 

vaccine, by encouraging people to have vaccine conversations with their loved ones and networks. 

 

British Red Cross has also published new research which shows that family members are one of the most 

trusted sources of information on the vaccine, particularly for people from BAME communities. However, the 

research also reveals that people from BAME communities are far more likely to have seen or heard 

information encouraging them not to have the vaccine. 

 

The British Red Cross vaccine hub is constantly updated with answers to the most commonly searched 

questions about the vaccine, offers advice on having difficult conversations about the vaccine, and has a short 

film providing information.  

Visit the hub  

 

 

 

Surveys still open - have your say! 
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We are always grateful to members and supporters who share their views in our regular surveys, which are 

crucial to our work to tell the NHS and others what patients think.  

 

This week is your last chance to respond to our survey on wound care, which will close at the end of next 

Wednesday. 

 

We are also keen to hear your experiences of COVID-19 – this can be at any time, from the start of the 

pandemic right through to your latest experiences of lockdown or vaccination. 

 

Thank you.  

Wound care survey  

 

COVID-19 survey  

 

 

 

Join the ‘AHPs Listen’ online workshop 

  

 

Allied health professionals (AHPs) are inviting the public to tell them what’s important to individual patients, 

how AHPs can help people stay well, and how technology might help all of us in the future, through the ‘AHPs 

Listen’ listening event.  

 

AHPs range from art therapists and dietitians to podiatrists and therapeutic radiographers. They are looking to 

the public to help them reshape how AHPs deliver care as health and social care recovers and rebuilds. 

 

The ‘AHPs Listen’ online workshop is a safe, anonymous space to come together to co-create a plan for how 

AHPs will deliver care for the next five years.  

 

You can contribute at any time, as often as you like, up to Monday the 22nd March.  

Find out more  
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Call for evidence on women’s health 

  

 

The Government has announced that it will create a Women’s Health Strategy, and has opened a 12-week 

call for evidence.  

 

Anyone in England over the age of 16 can contribute – and we strongly urge you to do so. Recent reports and 

inquiries have found that it is often women who the healthcare system fails to keep safe and fails to listen to. 

 

You can respond via an online survey, or make a written submission. The Patients Association will also be 

making a formal response – keep an eye out for more details in future editions of Weekly News.   

Find out more  

 

 

 

Opportunity to share your experience with chronic wound care  

  

Do you experience chronic wounds (caused by trauma, diabetes, vascular disease, infection, pressure) and 

use wound care services? If so, we would like to hear from you. The Patients Association is working with 
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Mölnlycke, a global medical products and solutions company, to better understand patients’ experience with 

wound care and gather insights on why wound care treatment might be delayed (especially during the COVID-

19 pandemic). Your feedback will shape information resources to help patients get help at the right time and 

support self-care. 

  

We are seeking individuals who experience chronic wounds to participate in an online focus group or case 

study interview. Participants will be reimbursed with an £80 incentive payment. Places are very limited. If you 

are interested in being considered to participate, please contact Sharrie McIntosh sharrie.mcintosh@patients-

association.org.uk.  

 

 

Our helpline  
 

  

Janice* called our helpline to get advice on how to deal with her mother-in-law's GP practice stopping 

prescriptions for a much-need food supplement.  

 

Janice is the next of kin for her mother-in-law, who had surgery 18 months ago to remove parts of her tongue 

and her jaw following a diagnosis of cancer. Because she was no longer able chew food, Janice’s mother-in-

law was prescribed a food supplement, which became her primary food source. 

 

Recently, however, the practice manager told Janice her mother-in-law’s prescription for the food supplement 

would cease and she would have to buy it over the counter. Janice explained to our adviser that this was not 

something her mother-in-law could afford.   

 

Our adviser gave advice on a number of things Janice could do. Firstly, Janice should speak to the GP as 

soon as possible and ask why the decision was made. Janice should emphasise to the doctor that the 

supplement is her mother-in-law’s primary source of nutrition. 

 

Secondly, if Janice found out the prescription was cancelled because of its cost, then she should contact the 

local Clinical Commissioning Group and establish whether this is a directive from the CCG.   

 

If the CCG won’t fund the food supplement, Janice can ask the GP to make an Individual Funding Request, to 

be able to continue prescribing the food supplement. This is a request directly made to NHS England.  
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Our adviser also suggested Janice contact the adult social services department of her mother-in-law’s local 

authority as, on the face of it, the denial of the prescription represents a safeguarding concern. 

 

We also asked Janice to call us again if she needed more information.  

 

* Name changed for privacy. 

 

We have a range of information leaflets on our website which contain useful information and pointers if you 

have a quick question about your health and social care. If you can’t find the answers you need there, you can 

always call our helpline on 0800 3457115 between 9.30am and 5pm on weekdays, or email 

helpline@patients-association.org.uk. See our website for more ways to get in touch. 

 

 

What our team is reading  

 

COVID-19: UK should prepare now for 'difficult autumn' and 'hard winter', warns 
Public Health England official  

 

Why scientists are infecting healthy volunteers with the coronavirus  
 

Emerging evidence on health inequalities and COVID-19  
 

Morecambe Bay NHS Trust: Review ordered into patient safety concerns  
 

Social care reform: running out of time and money?  
 

 

 

 

About Us 

Our vision is that health and social care will be delivered in a way that meets every person’s health and social 

care needs. 

Our mission is to give effect to the patient voice, to improve patient experience and support people to engage 

fully in their own care. Find out more about our values on our website.  
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